
Gluten Sensitivity 
A new condition in the spectrum
of gluten-related disorders

Background
Gluten sensitivity (GS) is defined as a non allergic and non autoimmune condition in which the
consumption of gluten can lead to symptoms similar to those seen in coeliac disease (CD); clinical
symptoms can overlap with CD or wheat allergy symptoms. GS is characterised by negative
antibodies and grossly normal histology. The hallmark for diagnosis of this condition is the clinical
improvement on a gluten-free diet in the absence of antibodies and intestinal mucosal
abnormalities. It is not clear yet whether patients affected by GS might have some subtle intestinal
and mucosal changes consistent with microscopic enteritis (MC). Although there are some recent
studies in the literature on this topic, GS will be defined in more detail and comprehensively
published in a joint paper by a panel of 14 experts participating in a consensus conference as held
11th - 12th February 2011 in Heathrow, London.
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Gluten toxicity
Gluten is a protein composite found in wheat, barley and rye; it is

a constituent which gives dough its elasticity, helps it rise and

contributes to the texture of gluten products. Often found in staple

foods like bread and pasta and added to protein deficient meals,

such as imitation meats, specifically the storage proteins

(prolamins) in wheat (gliadin), rye (secalin) and barley (hordein)

have been shown to excert a number of toxic effects on intestinal

cells in gluten sensitive people.1-3 The toxicity of gliadin in vitro has

been well documented by Clemente and co-workers;4 they showed

that gliadin reduces the F-actin component, inhibits cellular

growth, induces apoptosis and causes a rearrangement of the

cytoskeleton as well as the activation of the zonolin signaling

pathway, giving rise to an increase in intestinal permeability.

Because gluten also contains the constituents prolamine and

glutamine which inhibit complete enzymatic  breakdown of gluten

in the intestines, toxic gluten oligopeptides can accumulate in the

small intestine causing an inflammatory response in subjects who

cannot combat the toxic effect of gluten via intestinal defence

mechanisms, including innate immunity. Sapone and co-workers

highlighted in this context that the inflammatory response to

gluten differs between GS and CD patients; patients with active CD

showed a significant elevation of IL-17A gene expression when

compared to GS patients and controls.5 This finding, in combination

with other histological differences, suggests the presence of

another yet distinct type of gluten sensitivity disorder referred to

as gluten sensitivity (GS) or non-coeliac gluten intolerance.

Definition of GS
Until recently the terms GS and CD were used synonymously in

literature.6 Gluten was associated only with CD and wheat allergy;

therefore patients with gluten induced gastrointestinal symptoms

who produced normal values of anti-tTG and IgE and showed

normal histology were advised to continue integrating gluten

foods into their diet, as gluten was not regarded as the cause for

their condition.7

Meanwhile, more recent evidence suggests the classification of

three gluten induced and heterogeneous conditions: CD, wheat

allergy, and GS, a form of gluten intolerance that neither meets the

diagnostic criteria for CD nor those for wheat allergy.5 In an article

by Verdu, et al. GS is defined by ‘one or more of a variety of

immunological, morphological, or symptomatic manifestations that

may also be shared by CD and IBS’.8
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GS can present with
normal or milder
enteropathy like MC
and may include
symptoms like
bloating,
abdominal
discomfort, pain or
diarrhoea...
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GS patients are unable to tolerate gluten

and develop an adverse reaction when eating

gluten that usually, and differently from CD,

does not lead to small intestinal damage. While

the gastrointestinal symptoms in GS may

resemble those associated with CD, the overall

clinical picture is not accompanied by the

concurrence of tTG autoantibodies or

autoimmune disease.

The diversity of gluten induced conditions

indicates that the immune system handles

gliadin in different ways.5 In this context,

Kaukinen and co-workers reported in a study

with 94 adults affected by abdominal symptoms

after cereal ingestion, a prevalence of nine per

cent with CD, eight per cent with latent CD and

20 per cent with cereal allergy. Sixty-three per

cent of study subjects could not be classified as

CD or as allergic, but were yet affected by

gluten foods.9

CD, characterised by the presence of specific

autoantibodies to tissue tranglutaminase, is

considered an autoimmune and Th1-mediated

disorder with strong genetic association; while all

CD patients carry the genetic markers HLA-DQ2

or DQ8, only 50 per cent of GS patients, few

people more than the general population, carry

either HLA-DQ2 or DQ8.5 In contrast to CD

patients, GS patients do not present with

histological mucosal alterations in the small

intestine, show a lower increment in

intraepithelial CD3 lymphocytes and are always

anti-tTG-negative as well as EMA-negative.

Roughly 40-50 per cent of GS patients may show

IgG-type AGA or IgA-type AGA.5, 10 Furthermore, GS

patients show normal intestinal permeability and

activation of the innate immunity instead of

adaptive immune mechanisms when compared to

CD patients.11

GS can present with normal or milder

enteropathy like MC and may include symptoms

like bloating, abdominal discomfort, pain or

diarrhoea; or it may present with a variety of

extraintestinal symptoms; these may include

headaches and migraines, lethargy and

tiredness, attention defic it syndrome and

hyperactivity, autism and schizophrenia,

muscular disturbances as well as bone and joint

pain.5, 12-15 See Table One.

Epidemiology
Although GS has started to gain recognition and

credibility within the medical profession, it is still

the most common and under-recognised form of

gluten disorder. Based on the results of their

cohort study investigating the mortality rates of

GS and CD patients in Northern Ireland, Anderson

and co-workers16 estimate that for every person

with CD there could be at least six or seven

people with GS. GS may, therefore, affect six to 10

per cent of the general population, whereas CD is

thought to affect one per cent. In total, all three

GS disorders affect about 10 per cent of the

general population. 

Where immunoassays like the anti-

endomysium (EMA) and anti-tissue tranglutaminase

(tTG) assays are being successfully used for the

diagnosis of CD, the diagnosis of GS is difficult due

to the lack of diagnostic criteria.9, 17 In the current

absence of specific markers for GS, the ‘gold

standard’ of GS testing is still the gluten elimination

diet which involves strict avoidance of gluten

containing foods for two to three months.

Remission of symptoms upon elimination and return

of symptoms upon the reintroduction of gluten are

indicators for GS. 

What is the relationship
between CD, IBS and GS?
The association between CD and irritable bowel

syndrome (IBS) was first reported in 2001.18 We have

previously investigated sequential patients

presenting with IBS in secondary care (n=300) for

CD. Participants were initially investigated for CD

with immunoglobulins, IgA/IgG antigliadin and IgA

endomysial antibodies. Any participant that had a

positive IgA antigliadin antibody, IgA endomysial

antibody, or IgG antigliadin antibody in the presence

of IgA deficiency was offered small bowel biopsy to

confirm the diagnosis of CD. We then compared

our findings to a population of healthy volunteers

recruited from primary care (n=1200).19 From 1200

volunteers in primary care, there were 12 new cases

of CD. The prevalence of CD in this general

population sample was one per cent (95% CI 0.4-

1.3%). The prevalence of CD amongst patients with

IBS was 4.7 per cent (14/300, 95% CI 1.6-28). This

study highlights the importance of a case-finding

approach when considering patients with symptoms

of IBS, where the diagnosis of CD may be missed.

Since that time others have published supportive

evidence/validation studies from other international

cohorts.20 Also, testing for CD in patients with IBS is

now widely accepted and has been incorporated

into guidelines and standard clinical practice.21

Furthermore, the association of CD and IBS

symptoms is biologically plausible with many

mechanisms being reported, for example, autonomic

dysfunction, intussusception, exocrine pancreatic

disease, small intestinal ulceration and associated

microscopic colitis. Our own group found an

increased prevalence of CD in patients referred with

surgical abdominal pain, notably in those with

Although GS has
started to gain
recognition and
credibility within
the medical
profession, it is still
the most common
and under-
recognised form of
gluten disorder.
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Table One: Symptoms and
Associations in Gluten Sensitivity
Symptoms:
• Bloating
• Abdominal discomfort or pain 
• Diarrhoea or constipations

Extra-intestinal symptoms like:
• Headaches, migraines 
• Lethargy and tiredness 

Associations with:
• Attention deficit syndrome
• Autism 
• Muscular disturbances
• Bone, joint pain
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unexplained or non-specific abdominal pain.22 The

association between IBS and CD appears to operate

in both directions, as patients with CD (on a gluten-

free diet) are more likely to describe IBS symptoms

(than controls).23, 24

So is there a relationship between IBS and GS?

We have previously reported that gliadins were

present in ~12 per cent of the general population

and ~17 per cent in IBS (both in the presence of a

normal small bowel biopsy).18, 19 This further

supports the hypothesis of gluten sensitive IBS (see

Figure 1).8, 25

Recently Wahnschaffe, et al. also described an

association between coeliac disease-like

abnormalities and a sub-group of patients with IBS.

This investigating group used the presence of

intestinal antibodies (to gluten) on small bowel

aspirate to define an IBS sub-group (n=26).26 These

patients then agreed to commence a gluten-free

diet for three to six months. During this time they

reported an improvement in their symptoms. The

authors have provided further work in this field

suggesting that the HLA DQ2 or DQ8 pattern may

be predictive of a response to a GFD.27

Finally, an intriguing study by an Australian

group adds more to the debate.28 The investigators

undertook a double-blind, randomised, placebo-

controlled rechallenge trial in patients with IBS

fulfilling the Rome III criteria. CD was excluded on

the basis of a normal duodenal biopsy or negative

HLA DQ2 or DQ8 pattern. Patients were randomised

according to a computer-generated list of random

numbers held by an independent observer to either

the gluten or the placebo treatment group. Over

the six week study period, the severity scores of

pain, satisfaction with stool consistency, and

tiredness were significantly higher for those

consuming the gluten diet compared to the placebo

group. Despite this there was no evidence of

intestinal inflammation or damage whilst being

challenged with gluten (using faecal lactoferrin and

intestinal permeability). Thus, these patients could

not be viewed as having latent CD. This is the first

study to describe a non-coeliac gluten sensitivity

which may cause IBS. Based on the current data it

seems clear that gluten may cause symptoms in

patients with IBS. However, the two different

research groups have published diametrically

opposed studies. How can this be explained?

Perhaps there are many mechanisms by which

gluten can cause symptoms in IBS type patients?

Certainly gluten sensitive IBS now appears to be

part of the spectrum of gluten related disorders.

See Figure 1.

Discussion
Although gluten induced, GS (non-coeliac gluten

intolerance) differs from other gluten sensitivity

disorders. While in wheat allergy and GS the

immune response to the dietary component

gliadin results in immunity towards it, CD involves

self-directed adaptive response mechanisms

leading to an auto-immune process and possibly

to the onset of other autoimmune conditions.5, 29 

CD is considered a condition which requires

life-long avoidance of gliadin; GS can vary in

regards to duration and gluten threshold

sensitivity.30 Yet we know very little about the

pathogenic mechanism behind gluten sensitivity.

At present, it is unclear if GS patients may

tolerate a minimum of gluten. Furthermore, it is

questionable if GS is a reversible condition and if

GS patients can tolerate gluten products after an

extended period of gluten avoidance.
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Figure 1: A Model for the relationship between coeliac disease, IBS and
gluten sensitivity?

In the light of its high prevalence and the

difficulties involved with its diagnosis, there is

undoubtedly a need for highly sensitive and

specific serological markers alongside other

markers, such as anti-tTG, already in use for CD.

Therefore, it may be concluded that further

research is necessary in order to better elucidate

the area of GS and improve its diagnosis to

support patients affected by GS in the most

efficient way possible. 

This CNPD questionnaire has been kindly

supported by the Dr Schär Institute, a

knowledge platform for healthcare professionals

providing information and support on coeliac

disease and gluten sensitivity.
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